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FSL MATRIX REVIEW WORKSHOP

April 16th 2024



Agenda

❑ Introduction – the REH, the working group and origins of the matrix

❑ Sub-group discussions: 1h15 (with a 15-minute break in between), with 4 sub-groups:

o1. Food Assistance Group

o2. Crops group

o3. Livestock and Fisheries Group

o4. IGA and business development group

❑ Plenary feedback

❑ Conclusions



The REH

Réseau Environnement Humanitaire

Since 2012, restructured in 2021

Francophone humanitarians & development workers to reduce environmental footprint of aid

200+ members

30+ orgs

4 working groups to operationalise : waste, carbon, sustainable procurement and environmental 

assessments

REH

https://www.environnementhumanitaire.org/


Where are you joining us from ? 

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



What type of organisation do you work for?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



The working group

Since 2021

Initially focus on NEAT+

Also explored other tools (CEDRIG, EST)

Help members and sector to use ES

Tutorials

NEAT+ feedback: 2022 and 2023

NEAT + Steering Committee member

Environmental Assessments WG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCAliVcYdNA&list=PL-WdTSMONpFX6quuQx4n8xw8KLXOMqeB3&pp=iAQB
https://www.environnementhumanitaire.org/en/ressource/feedback-on-neat-of-the-environmental-evaluations-working-group-octobre-2022/
https://www.environnementhumanitaire.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/GT-EE-UNEAT-feedback-summarized-for-sharing2023.pdf


Does your organisation use environmental screening tools ?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Which tools have you heard of/do you use ?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



To which group have you registered for the discussion session? 

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Rationale behind developing a multisectorial

environmental risk analysis matrix

→Not fully satisfied by the exising environmental screening tools

→Real added value only comes in the adjustments that will be made in program design

→Mitigation measures need to be discussed, prioritized by field team

Multi-sectoral Risk Analysis Matrix 



Matrix aims to be practical and sector specific

- To support sectorial teams to analyze the priority environmental risks related to their activities 

in their specific context

- To provide recommendations in terms of mitigation measures for those risks

- To guide the operationalization of the selected mitigation measures

It is a catalogue of potential environmental risks and mitigation measures 

per sector, sub-sector and activity



A collaborative methodology for sector
consensus and buy in 

1

2

3

Review the content of existing tools and consolidate existing content from other tools for each 

sector and activity

Review of draft matrix with taskforce of experts from the wider network

Sectoral workshop to review the draft with an even wider set of experts 

Today!



Where it stands in the sector: not a new tool, 
but a practical alternative

- Not a new tool, not replacing the existing ones

- A gathering of the most relevant mitigation measures from all the existing tools, to guide the 

analysis for the selected sectors and activities

- This can serve as a basis/first step to review and develop further the existing tools



Now it’s time to have your say!

→ You’ll be split into 4 breakout rooms, according to what you indicated when 

signing up:

1. Food Assistance Group --> facilitated by Cyril

2. Crops group --> facilitated by Anas

3. Livestock and Fisheries Group --> facilitated by Maurice

4. IGA and business development group --> facilitated by François-Xavier

→ Duration: 1h15 – including a 15 minutes break



Guidance for discussion groups

1

2

3

Look at column A (sub-sector/activities) and mention any missing topics (sheet "FSL")

For each activity, look at column B (potential environmental risk) and C (mitigation measure and 

share any potential improvement or missing information (sheet "FSL")

Reflect on possible missing columns (sheet "FSL")

4 Revise the "how to use" guide (sheet "intro")



Report to plenary

1. Food Assistance Group --> Cyril Lekiefs (ACF)

2. Crops group --> Anas Alkaddour (Global Communities)

3. Livestock and Fisheries Group --> Maurice Kiboye (VSF Germany)

4. IGA and business development group --> François-Xavier Sorba (TGH)

5 minutes for each rapporteur and 5 minutes for Q&A  for each sub-group



Any questions?



What did you like in the tool?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



What would you improve?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Any suggestions on how to disseminate it?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Next steps for the matrix

Finish the FSL matrix including your feedback during this workshop

Finish the other sectors matrix (WASH, Shelter, Health & Nutrition…)

Develop & implement the dissemination strategy



Thank you! 
evalenv@environnementhumanitaire.org

mailto:evalenv@environnementhumanitaire.org
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Wordcloud poll

Where are you joining us from ? 0 3 1

Lebanon
Rome

Nigeria

Kenya

Jordan

Italy

Iraq

France -global position

France

Yemen

WFP

Spain
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Paris
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Nairobi
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Beirut
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Amman



Multiple-choice poll

Does your organisation use environmental
screening tools ?

0 2 9

Yes
52 %

No
21 %

Thinking of it
28 %



Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which tools have you heard of/do you use ? 0 2 5

NEAT+
52 %

CEDRIG
12 %

Environmental Stewardship Tool (EST)
12 %

Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA)
36 %

Environmental Integration Tool (EIT)
0 %

Other
24 %



Multiple-choice poll

What type of organisation do you work for?
(1/2)

0 3 0

INGO
63 %

NGO
10 %

UN
17 %

Academia
0 %

Think tank
0 %

Governmental
0 %



Multiple-choice poll

What type of organisation do you work for?
(2/2)

0 3 0

Independent
7 %

Other
3 %



Wordcloud poll

What did you like in the tool? 0 2 8

Easy to use
comprehensive

practical
Very informative

Very comprehensive

Informative 😄
useful

creat opportunity for new thinking

clear

Very friendly
Useful and practical

To add partnership tools

The diversity of activities covered

Simplicity in understanding and use

Simple to follow

Sharing experiences

More of a guide

Fine

Care for nature



Wordcloud poll

What would you improve? 0 2 4

toolor
measures

field
context

use

typeThis

try

the

teams

superficial

sector

scope

risks

resources
realities

provide

program

probing

offices

natural fertilizer

mitigation of risk
market

many

making

make

kind

involve

interventions

info

in

implementors

implementing

harmonization between the different sections

fielexist

examples/

examples

enjoyable tool

disaggregate

different

collect
cash

broaden

broad

break

based

always

adhere adaptability to context



Wordcloud poll

Any suggestions on how to disseminate it? 0 1 9

clusters
Through the FSL cluster

Emailwith in our organization
trend

to local partner

periodical working group

participants

invite

dropdonors

cwg
adresss

Websites
Training

Through the clusters and WG

TWGs
Social media FSL group

Partnership opportunities to create

Online workshop w/ guidance to use

Making it mandetory

Logs cluster as well

In person capacity building

Humanitarian platforms.. relief web, etc

FSL sectors

Email and online

EHA Connect

Cluster and other fsl groups

Cluster


